Cuiken Primary Home Learning Grid – P6
Literacy
Write a letter to your favourite character
in the book you are reading/ TV show you
are watching. Ask them 3 interesting
questions about themselves. Tell them 3
interesting things about you. Remember
how to structure a letter properly.
date
Dear
Text in paragraphs
Yours Sincerely
Inspired
IDL
Search the Easter story online and retell
the story in your own words in your book.
Can you find any other religious festivals
that take place around this time?

IDL
Pick an animal. Research the animal online.
Find out about its habitat, young and diet
then present your finding to others by by
creating a poster in your book.

Numeracy
Make a number square like this. Mark all of
the prime numbers (number that can only be
divided by 1 and itself)

Kind
Engaged

Maths
Take measurements of your dining
room/coffee table. Work out the perimeter
by adding the length of all sides. Then work
out the area by multiplying length by
breadth. Remember your answer needs to
be in cm2

Confident
HWB
Find out as much as you can about what a
baby needs to grow and develop well. Ask
adults, read books, go online. Write and
draw an advice sheet for new parents
explaining what a baby needs.

Confident
Newsround
Write up an article that you have either
listened to on the news or watched in class
on News round.
Tell us a bit about what is happening and
your opinions on it.

Inspired

Engaged

Problem Solving

Find out how to do a
Sudoku. Copy and
complete the one
above.
Understood
Literacy
Read a chapter of your AR book then draw
six boxes and create a cartoon of what has
happened in that chapter.

Nurtured

Complete each activity on the grid – these can be completed in Green Jotter you were given. In addition to the activities on the grid you can log on
to Sum Dog and Education City to access educational games and log on to AR to complete tests on books you have read.

